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TAMPA’S HANLON ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS WINS CONSTRUCTION EXCELLENCE
AWARD FOR WORK AT USF MORSANI COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
TAMPA, Fla., May 2020 – Tampa-based subcontractor, Hanlon Acoustical Ceilings, has been named a
gold winner in CISCAs 2020 Construction Excellence Awards for work at the University of South
Florida’s new Morsani College of Medicine building in downtown Tampa.
•

CISCA (Ceilings and Interior Systems Construction Association) is the global premier authority for the
ceilings and interior systems industry. Annually, CISCA hosts the highly respected Construction
Excellence Awards Competition to recognize the most technically impressive ceilings projects completed
in the nation.

The work had special, local ties for Hanlon – a few team members are USF alumni. Lindsey Olds, a 2014
USF graduate, took on the task of managing this project and representing her alma mater.
“As a USF alumna, I took some pride in knowing I had a part in shaping USFs path in downtown
Tampa.” – Olds, Hanlon Senior Project Manager.
Being one of Hanlon’s largest scope projects to date, USF Morsani brought challenges the team had never
encountered. From space restraints due to the number of trades working at once to the complications that
come with constructing a high-rise building in the middle of a city’s most highly transited downtown
area, Hanlon saw it all.
“We certainly encountered many challenges throughout the project, but we never doubted our team’s
ability to collectively rise to the occasion.” – Nick Contag, President of Hanlon Acoustical Ceilings
About Hanlon Acoustical Ceilings:
Hanlon Acoustical Ceilings is the leading provider of the highest-quality installation services for standard
& specialty ceilings, soundproofing insulation and wall panels for over 40 years in Florida. We believe
strongly in rewarding exceptional work, promoting from within and building long-term relationships with
our employees and customers. We are top professionals who are creative, innovative and always
dedicated to providing the best customer service. More company info at hanlonceilings.com.
###
Assets:
Find Morsani project photos, Hanlon logos and supporting information here.

